Artificially expanded genetic information systems (AEGISs) are unnatural forms of DNA that increase the number of independently replicating nucleotide building blocks. To do this, AEGIS pairs are joined by different arrangements of hydrogen bond donor and acceptor groups, all while retaining their Watson-Crick geometries. We report here a unique case where AEGIS DNA has been used to execute a systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) experiment. This AEGIS-SELEX was designed to create AEGIS oligonucleotides that bind to a line of breast cancer cells. AEGIS-SELEX delivered an AEGIS aptamer (ZAP-2012) built from six different kinds of nucleotides (the standard G, A, C, and T, and the AEGIS nonstandard P and Z nucleotides, the last having a nitro functionality not found in standard DNA). ZAP-2012 has a dissociation constant of 30 nM against these cells. The affinity is diminished or lost when Z or P (or both) is replaced by standard nucleotides and compares well with affinities of standard GACT aptamers selected against cell lines using standard SELEX. The success of AEGIS-SELEX relies on various innovations, including (i) the ability to synthesize GACTZP libraries, (ii) polymerases that PCR amplify GACTZP DNA with little loss of the AEGIS nonstandard nucleotides, and (iii) technologies to deep sequence GACTZP DNA survivors. These results take the next step toward expanding the power and utility of SELEX and offer an AEGIS-SELEX that could possibly generate receptors, ligands, and catalysts having sequence diversities nearer to that displayed by proteins. 
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synthetic biology | next generation sequencing | nucleic acids | cancer cell SELEX A quarter century ago, various laboratories independently sought to apply in vitro selection, commonly called "SELEX" (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment), to create DNA and RNA (collectively "xNA") "aptamers", xNA molecules that bind specifically to many different types of targets (1) (2) (3) . SELEX follows a simple recipe that includes (i) making a library of nucleic acid molecules; (ii) placing the library in contact with the target to separate molecules in the library that bind from those that do not; (iii) amplifying "survivors" by PCR; and (iv) after a sufficient number of cycles of selection, recovering individual aptamers that are sequenced, resynthesized, and characterized as molecular entities having unambiguous molecular structures. SELEX has had substantial success, with xNA aptamers now known for many targets, including small molecules, carbohydrates, peptides, and various kinds of cancer cells (4) (5) (6) (7) . Nevertheless, considerable effort has been devoted to improving SELEX (8) (9) (10) . Improvements were initially sought by adding functionalized side chains to one or more of the standard nucleotides used in the SELEX library (11) (12) (13) . More recently, Perrin and coworkers have had notable success obtaining catalytic DNAzymes using heavily functionalized DNA libraries (14) . Following a slightly different rationale, SomaLogic has obtained slow off-rate modified aptamers (SOMAmers) by appending hydrophobic side chains (e.g., benzyl, naphthyl, tryptamino, and isobutyl) to nucleobases (15) . In one set of SOMAmers targeted against ∼800 different human proteins, affinities in the 0.1 pM-1 μM range are reported (16) .
However, another approach to increase the power of aptamers is to increase the number of independently replicating nucleotides in the xNA library. For example, Hirao and coworkers recently added a fifth nucleotide to aptamers against IFN-gamma and VEGF-165 (17) . Adding nucleotides to xNA libraries offers the possibility of obtaining higher information density in aptamer sequences, a richer variety of folds, more control over folding interactions, and xNA libraries having sequences and functional diversity more like proteins.
Another approach starts with the recognition that the two nucleobase pairs found in natural xNA [G:C and A:T(U)] do not exploit all possible hydrogen bonding patterns (Fig. 1) . Therefore, rearranging hydrogen bond donor and acceptor groups on the nucleobases can increase the number of independently replicable nucleosides in xNA from 4 to 12 (forming six nucleobase pairs) (18) . In this artificially expanded genetic information system (AEGIS), the 12 different nucleotide "letters" pair via six distinguishable hydrogen bonding patterns to give a system that Significance Many chemicals are valuable because they bind to other molecules. Chemical theory cannot directly design "binders." However, we might recreate in the laboratory the Darwinian processes that nature uses to create binders. This in vitro evolution uses nucleic acids as binders, libraries of DNA/RNA to survive a selection challenge before they can have "children" (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment, SELEX). Unfortunately, with only four nucleotides, natural DNA/RNA often yields only poor binders, perhaps because they are built from only four building blocks. Synthetic biology has increased the number of DNA/RNA building blocks, with tools to sequence, PCR amplify, and clone artificially expanded genetic information systems (AEGISs). We report here the first example of a SELEX using AEGIS, producing a molecule that binds to cancer cells.
can pair, be copied, and evolve like natural DNA, but with higher information density and more functional groups (19) . This laid the grounds for the work reported here, an "AEGIS-SELEX."
We report here a unique example of AEGIS-SELEX. This AEGIS-SELEX exploits two additional nucleotides [2- (ii) Procedures to PCR amplify AEGIS nucleotides (22, 24) . (iii) Procedures to sequence AEGIS DNA molecules that emerge after multiple rounds of selection (22) .
In this AEGIS-SELEX effort, we chose an especially challenging target, a line of breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) (25) . In addition to exploiting the latest whole-cell SELEX technology that has been developed with standard GACT SELEX, this target has considerable medical interest (26) .
Results and Discussion
GACTZP Aptamer Selection Scheme and AEGIS-SELEX Progression.
AEGIS-SELEX began with the solid-phase synthesis of a GACTZP DNA library having two primer binding sequences (16 nt each) flanking a 20-nt random region (N 1 N 2 . . .N 20 ). Each of the 20 randomized sites was synthesized to have all six (GACTZP) nucleotide phosphoramidites in equal amounts (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). In subsequent analysis, the library was digested and the nucleotide fragments were quantitated by HPLC to show that Z and P were present in the random region. The ratio of all six nucleotides was T/G/A/C/Z/P ∼ 1.5/1.2/1.0/1.0/1.0/0.5. We did not think it necessary to resynthesize the library to get ratios closer to a 1:1:1:1:1:1 mixture, although this might be done in future work using unequal amounts of phosphoramidites based on these data.
A sample (5 nmol) of the GACTZP library was then subjected to sequential binding and elution from the line of breast cancer cells, MDA-MB-231. The pool of DNA survivors was collected after each round of selection and amplified by six-letter GACTZP PCR with a mixture of nucleotide triphosphates (dGTP, dATP, dCTP, dTTP, dZTP, and dPTP, SI Appendix, Table S2 ) using Hot Start Taq DNA polymerase (TaKaRa). The product was recovered by binding to solid-phase streptavidin, followed by elution with NaOH. The resulting single-stranded DNA was subjected to the next round of selection (Fig. 2) . No negative selection was incorporated into this procedure.
To increase the selection pressure in later rounds of AEGIS-SELEX, the number of cells and incubation times were gradually reduced, and the volume of washing buffer and the number of washes was increased. Starting after nine rounds of selection, the progress of the AEGIS-SELEX experiment was monitored by flow cytometry to measure the binding of the total library to the target cells. The amount of surviving GACTZP total DNA bound to MDA-MB-231 increased from 9th round to 11th round (Fig. 3) , but not further after 11th round. Therefore, the AEGIS-SELEX was stopped at 12th round, and the survivors were prepared for deep sequencing.
Deep Sequencing GACTZP DNA Survivors Using Next Generation Sequencing Technology. Deep sequencing was done following the "conversion" strategy previously reported (22) . The enriched GACTZP DNA survivors recovered after 12 rounds of AEGIS-SELEX were divided into two equal portions. These were separately converted by barcoded copying into standard DNA using two conversion protocols (SI Appendix, Table S3 ). In the first protocol, sites holding Z and P nucleotides in the GACTZP survivors were converted predominantly into sites holding C and G nucleotides, respectively; less than 15% were other nucleotides. Under the second conversion protocol, sites holding Z were converted to sites holding a mixture of C and T, with their ratio lying between 60:40 and 40:60, depending on the sequence surrounding that site. Sites holding P are converted to a mixture of G and A with roughly the same range of ratios, again depending on the sequence context surrounding that site.
Following conversion, two barcoded samples were combined and submitted for Ion Torrent "next generation" sequencing at the University of Florida DNA sequencing Core facility (Interdisciplinary Center for Biotechnology Research at the University of Florida). Reads that did not contain exactly matched barcodes and/or forward and reverse priming sequences were discarded. To minimize miscalling, any sequence present as fewer than 80 copies in the whole library was removed from the analysis. The remaining reads (357,574 in total) were then clustered using software custom designed at the Foundation for Applied Molecular Evolution, which ignored differing barcodes during the clustering and accepted single-step changes within sequence reads. Clustered sequences were then separated by barcode, with variable sites being compared between each barcode. The clustered sequences obtained under the first conversion conditions (Z to C and P to G) serve as reference for the clustered sequences obtained under the second conversion conditions. Sites where C and T were found in approximately equal amounts after conversion under the second conditions were assigned as Z in their "parent." Sites where G and A were found in approximately equal amounts after conversion under the second conditions were assigned as P in their parent (SI Appendix, Table S4 ). The inferred ancestral sequences were aligned to identify dominant candidate aptamers. One dominant aptamer sequence was represented by 101,224 independent reads and constituted ∼30% of the survivors (SI Appendix, Table S4 ). This aptamer was named ZAP-2012 (Z And P, 20 nucleotide random region, 12 cycles of selection), and its sequence was inferred to be:
5′-TCCCGAGTGACGCAGC-CCCCGGZGGGATTPATCGGT-GGACACGGTGGCTGAC-3′. ZAP-2012 contains a single Z at the position of 23 and a single P at the position of 30 (Z23-P30). The second and third most abundant sequences were about 5% and 3% of the population.
Determine the Binding Affinity of the Dominant Aptamer ZAP-2012
and Variants. The ZAP-2012 aptamer was then resynthesized in a form carrying a 5′-biotin by solid phase synthesis (ABI 394 DNA) from standard phosphoramidites (Glen Research) and dZ and dP phosphoramidites (Firebird Biomolecular Sciences). Analogous molecules lacking Z (C23-P30 and T23-P30), lacking P (Z23-G30 and Z23-A30), or lacking both Z and P (C23-G30, T23-G30, T23-A30, and C23-A30) were also synthesized with a 5′-biotin (SI Appendix, Table S5 ).
These were each used at 250 nM in a flow cytometry assay (labeling with streptavidin-PE-Cy5.5) to test their binding to the MDA-MB-231 target cells (Fig. 4) . The original nonbinding library was used as a negative control. The ZAP-2012 sequence bound strongly; its mutant forms gave either reduced binding (C23-P30, Z23-G30, and Z23-A30) or no binding at all (T23-P30, and all sequences lacking both Z and P). These studies illustrated that the Z and P nucleotides in ZAP-2012 significantly contribute to the binding affinity.
We also resynthesized and tested the binding affinity of secondary survivors in the population, contributing from 5.0 to 0.4% of the total population of survivors. Among these 12 sequences, 3 had no Z and P; the remainder had either a single Z (and no P), a single P (and no Z), or one of each (SI Appendix, Table S6 ). Compared with the binding signal of the ZAP-2012, all 12 secondary candidates gave negligible binding signals (SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S2). To rule out the misassignment of the Z and P in these candidates, we replaced Z by either C or T, and replaced P by either G or A, to produce all possible fully standard sequence analogs, to exclude the possibility that these might be the "true" aptamer arising from the selection (variants indicated by blue color in SI Appendix, Table S6 ). Again, all these candidate sequences gave no binding signals at 250 nM (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). This shows that both Z and P are required for ZAP-2012 to bind. Fig. 2 . Schematic of the AEGIS cell-SELEX used here. A GACTZP DNA library, consisting of randomized sequences and primer sites, was first incubated with the target cells. Unbound sequences were then removed by washing. Bound sequences having affinity to the target cells were collected. "Survivors" in the enriched collection were amplified using a FITC-labeled 5′-primer and a biotinylated 3′-primer by GACTZP six-nucleotide PCR (22) . Enriched FITC-conjugated single-stranded DNA obtained from PCR products was used for the next round of selection. The binding affinity of survivors from 9th round up to 12th round of selection was monitored by flow cytometer. The survivors from 12th round selection were subjected to deep sequencing. Determination of Dissociation Constant of Aptamer ZAP-2012. We then estimated the dissociation constant (K diss ) of the ZAP-2012 aptamer against breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) using serial dilutions (0.1 nM-500 nM final concentration) (Fig. 5) . The biotin-labeled unselected library was used as a negative control to assess background binding. All binding assays were done in triplet. The mean fluorescence intensity of the unselected library was subtracted from that of the corresponding aptamer with the target cells to determine the specific binding of the labeled aptamer. The apparent K diss was obtained by fitting the intensity of binding versus the concentration of the aptamers to the equation Y = B max X/(K diss + X); Y is the mean fluorescence intensity, at the concentration of aptamer = X in nanomoles; B max is maximal binding, using SigmaPlot. From these data, ZAP-2012 (Z23-P30) bound to the cells (MDA-MB-231) with an apparent K diss = 30 ± 1 nM (Fig. 5) . If the Z in Z23-P30 is replaced by C to give C23-P30, the K diss increases to 160 ± 31 nM. If the P in Z23-P30 is replaced by G to give Z23-G30, the K diss increases to 442 ± 130 nM. All other mutant forms lacking Z (T23-P30), lacking P (Z23-A30), or lacking both Z and P (C23-G30, T23-A30, C23-A30, and T23-G30) gave almost no binding (the K diss increases to >1 μM, Fig. 4 ).
Discussion
These results show that AEGIS-SELEX works in cell-targeted SELEX. This, in turn, requires the performance of each step in the molecular biology of the GACTZP system. These steps include (i) library synthesis without substantial loss of diversity, (ii) selection of nucleic acid analogs that incorporate AEGIS components by their binding to cells, (iii) six-nucleotide PCR without substantial loss of the Z:P pair, and (iv) downstream deep sequencing.
Although we have completed only one AEGIS-SELEX experiment, some brief comments might be made to compare its results to our experience with standard GACT SELEX. Here, AEGIS-SELEX generated a nanomolar aptamer against this cell target after 12 rounds of selection. Typically, 15-20 rounds of standard GACT SELEX are required to get similar affinities against cell targets. For example, 18 rounds of standard SELEX were required to get aptamers having K diss values ranging from 45 nM (best) to 208 nM (worst) against lung cancer cells (27) . Between 18 and 20 rounds of standard GACT were required to get aptamers that bind with K diss values ranging from 302 to 0.7 nM for colon cancer cells (28) . The tightest binding aptamer in this series is the best against any cell target obtained by Tan and coworkers. It evidently binds to protein tyrosine kinase 7, a protein present on the surface of most cancer cells (7) . Here, it should be noted that the length of the randomized regions was variable between these different SELEX experiments, typically between 35 and 45 nucleotides (compared with the 20 nucleotides used here). Whereas this might be significant to the outcome, variation in sequence length has not been observed to generally affect the affinity of the aptamers generated from standard libraries. The rapid appearance of aptamers with nanomolar affinities may be attributable to the absence of a negative selection step in this experiment. However, it is also consistent with the hypothesis that AEGIS libraries are richer reservoirs of nanomolar affinity aptamers than standard xNA libraries, perhaps because they have richer diversity.
In this context, it is interesting to note that, given the experimentally confirmed diversity of the original GACTZP, we might expect an "average" aptamer having a 20-nucleotide random region to contain about 3 Zs and 1.5 Ps. However, ZAP-2012 contains just one Z and one P. This slight depletion has many possible explanations, of course. However, as one hypothesis, the retention of Z:P pairs may be modestly disadvantaged during the six-letter GACTZP PCR (22) . Thus, the final composition of surviving aptamers would reflect both selection for aptamers containing Z and P (for their contribution to binding) and counterselection against aptamers containing Z and P (as these might be slightly more difficult to PCR amplify).
This balance has precedent in standard GACT SELEX. Here the G-C richness in survivor populations may be selected for (in the binding step), as it supports certain kinds of folds. However, G-C richness is also believed to be selected against (in the PCR step), as G-rich sequences are difficult to PCR amplify. More work is necessary to understand this balance for AEGIS-SELEX, as it is for standard SELEX.
Regardless of these comments relevant to AEGIS-SELEX in general, the Z and P AEGIS components are clearly necessary for ZAP-2012 itself to function; removing them decreases or eliminates binding. Interestingly, the ZAP-2012 aptamer also gave very intense signal labeling of the MDA-MB-231 cells, ∼10-fold higher than with standard aptamers. Further, the 30 nM affinity of the ZAP-2012 aptamer sits in the middle of the values obtained for aptamers generally targeted against cells. However, we do not know whether or not this binding is specific to cancer cells (that is, transformed cell lines that have been immortalized in culture); we have not done a control with breast cells that have not been immortalized. This is, of course, just one of many efforts to improve the performance of SELEX by altering the matrix upon which selection operates, as noted in the introduction (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . Accordingly, it is important to note the differences between what we have done here and what is being done in other laboratories.
First, as noted in the introduction, others (and we ourselves, ref. 12) have previously attempted to simply add functionality to the four standard nucleotides. AEGIS-SELEX is different, in that it adds independently replicable nucleotide letters to the SELEX library. Whereas the nitro group on Z is certainly a functionality not known in natural DNA, and may contribute substantially to the binding interaction between ZAP-2012 and the MDA-MB-231 cells, the primary advance of the work reported here is that it is increasing the number of independently replicating nucleotides. This opens the door to an AEGIS-SELEX supported by a full 12 nucleotides, some functionalized, others not.
Other groups have also attempted to add nucleotides to PCR (29) (30) (31) (32) . Especially persuasive work has been reported by Hirao and coworkers, who recently incorporated Ds (a steric complement to the nonstandard nucleobase Px) into DNA aptamers that bind to VEGF and IFN-gamma, with dramatically improved results (17) . These results were obtained not with a full SELEX, but rather by placing nonstandard nucleotides at predetermined positions in a random sequence. This expedient was necessary because the Ds:Px pair, being more radically different in structure than the second generation AEGIS pairs that we have developed, is difficult to amplify and sequence in multiple and consecutive sequences (32) .
In this respect, we cannot overemphasize the value of the sequencing technology that was applied to this work. Without it, we would have been constrained to simply adding single nonstandard nucleotides at predetermined sites. However, AEGIS-SELEX clearly would be improved by (i) polymerases with still higher levels of fidelity and efficiency, so that less selection against Z:P pairs occurs during PCR amplification; (ii) a technology for directly sequencing Z:P pairs; and, more expansively, (iii) strains of Escherichia coli cells that can propagate plasmids containing GACTZP DNA. All are being developed in these laboratories.
Materials and Methods
GACTZP DNA libraries and aptamers containing Z and P were synthesized and purified by methods described in SI Appendix. AEGIS-SELEX procedures, deep sequencing of GACTZP DNA survivors, and analysis of potential aptamer candidates are also described in SI Appendix. Detailed materials and methods can be found in SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods.
